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our credo
We are a leading technology company that’s driven to perform, 

to partner, to execute. We go about our jobs with a passion for

delivering results that meet or exceed our customers’ expecta-

tions.  We pride ourselves on doing what’s right, and putting our

customers’ best interests first. We lead change and change to lead.

We are devoted to advancing our people, customers, industry, and

community. We say what we mean and do what we say. We are

EMC. Where information lives.

This report contains "forward-looking statements" as defined under the Federal Securities Laws. Actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements
as a result of certain risk factors, including but not limited to: (i) adverse changes in general economic or market conditions; (ii) delays or reductions in information technology spending; (iii)
risks associated with acquisitions and investments, including the challenges and costs of integration, restructuring and achieving anticipated synergies; (iv) competitive factors, including
but not limited to pricing pressures and new product introductions; (v) the relative and varying rates of product price and component cost declines and the volume and mixture of product
and services revenues; (vi) component and product quality and availability; (vii) the transition to new products, the uncertainty of customer acceptance of new product offerings and rapid
technological and market change; (viii) insufficient, excess or obsolete inventory; (ix) war or acts of terrorism; (x) the ability to attract and retain highly qualified employees; (xi) fluctuating
currency exchange rates; and (xii) other one-time events and other important factors disclosed previously and from time to time in EMC's filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. EMC disclaims any obligation to update any such forward-looking statements after the date of this report.
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where
information
lives
For EMC, information is alive. It is active and changing, with a life that can span years, even
decades, during which its value will fluctuate.  To put information to productive use and harness
its full power, organizations need to be able to store, protect, move, manage, archive, search,
recover, share, access, and delete their information, on their schedule, exactly as they need to.
EMC has the IT industry’s deepest understanding of information. We know where information
lives, how it lives, how to keep it alive, and how to make it perform.  

innovating for customer success

lives

In a world where access to information is vital to the success of every business, more businesses of
every size and industry around the world are turning to a company that is innovating for their success.  That
company is EMC: where information lives.

By focusing on information lifecycle management (ILM) and delivering best-of-breed, integrated technology
solutions at the lowest total cost, EMC enables customers to get maximum value from their information
assets. By focusing on virtual infrastructure, EMC subsidiary VMware enables customers to
optimize their computing, network, and storage resources to simplify IT, control costs,
and respond faster to changing business demands.

Customers are embracing ILM because terabytes of data stored on disk arrays are
growing at close to 70 percent a year, much faster than IT budgets are growing.  
And more customers are embracing EMC because EMC has put together the 
industry’s best and most comprehensive lineup of systems, software, 
services, and solutions to align information resources with the business
and optimize information infrastructure.

What kind of innovation can customers expect from EMC? Enabling their
existing staff to manage more information using automated policy-based
controls. Richer services and solutions that increase ROI, reduce risk, and
shorten time to implementation. More disk-based recovery for fewer 
disruptions to a business.  Providing small and medium businesses and
mid-size enterprises greater functionality with simplicity. More collabora-
tive ways to use enterprise content and better manage the tremendous
growth of e-mail attachments. More virtualized resources to optimize
how these resources are provisioned and utilized. More product
integration that is more valuable to customers than products working
alone. In short, higher-level ILM that delivers more business value.

By partnering with EMC, organizations team up with the market leader
that is setting the agenda in storage, information management, and
virtual infrastructure, expanding its customer base and strengthening
alliances with other best-of-breed technology leaders, leading 
solutions providers, and global resellers.

Since 2001, EMC has invested more than $3 billion in R&D and 
roughly $4 billion in strategic acquisitions to enrich its product
portfolio, extend its technology leadership, and solidify its growing
position as one of the world’s indispensable providers of information
technology.  In 2005, EMC plans to invest nearly $1 billion more in
R&D alone.

EMC is at the center of information. And one overriding goal is at the
center of EMC: innovating for customer success.
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Moving a drug, medical device, or biological agent from concept to commercialization can take upwards of 15
years and require an investment ranging from $900 million to $1.7 billion. The ability to shorten this complex
collaboration and information management process by even a few weeks can result in significant additional sales
for a life sciences company. EMC’s information infrastructure streamlines the drug discovery process, reducing
costs, facilitating collaboration among researchers, protecting against data loss, ensuring compliance with 
regulations, and accelerating products from the lab to patients.

Organizations run on information put
to productive use. EMC exists to help
organizations get more value from
all of their information. To do
this, we draw on our expertise
and technologies for man-
aging and optimizing infor-
mation, storage, and
even an organization’s
entire information envi-
ronment. Over the
years, we have worked
to make information
increasingly valuable—
all while making the
“care and feeding” of
information simpler, less
labor intensive, and more
cost effective.

EE--mmaaiill ddeelleetteedd..
Record is removed
from the e-mail
archive.

E-mail moved to inactive archive.
Inactive archive is moved to more cost-effective
storage tiers.

E-mail is accessed.
Users have full access to
archived e-mail;
advanced search functions
simplify discovery.

E-mail is sent to archive as legal record when thresholds are reached.
E-mail, attachments, and distribution list are stored as part of the record and fully indexed;
duplicate messages are removed; records are protected from alteration or destruction.

E-mail stored temporarily
based on age and size. 
E-mails are removed from the message
store, reducing cost and burden on 
e-mail systems.

E-mail enters user’s inbox.
All incoming and outgoing messages are instantly captured,
creating an enterprise message center.

E-mail is written and sent.

E-mail has become one of the primary means by which organizations
operate, share their knowledge, and get business done. The number of
e-mails sent daily is expected to grow to more than 35 billion in 2005,
according to market research firm IDC. EMC helps organizations collect,
organize, retain, search, and retrieve their e-mail. With our solutions,
customers can ensure that valuable information is never lost and that
they are complying with e-mail retention requirements and regulations
to preserve corporate records. 

where infor mation lives
making information more and more valuable

intelligent e-mail records management

accelerating drug discovery and development while ensuring compliance

Regulatory Review
Author, approve, and publish
submissions.

Clinical Trials
Manage protocols,
methods, tests,
and images.

Discovery and
Development
Gather and share
R&D images.Basic Research

EMC Symmetrix® and
EMC CLARiiON for high-
performance computing, 
genomic sequencing, and
other applications.  

Local and network drives
Rich media content
Bioinformatics
Genomics
RNA data
Biology
XML
HTML
DNA data
Excel files
Proteomics
Word documents
Handwritten journals
Data from earlier studies

EMC CLARiiON with
ATA or EMC CLARiiON
Disk Library for back-
up and restore.

EMC Celerra® Family
of products for collabo-
rative development
and information shar-
ing via the Internet.

EMC
Documentum®

for regulatory
submissions
management.

EMC Centera
for secure, scalable
archiving of research
findings, clinical trial
results, and drug 
submissions.

putting information to productive use

EMC Information Infrastructure: Systems, Software, Services



information lifecy cle management

ilm: solving business problems

The Home Depot deploys new applications faster

The Home Depot, the world’s largest home improvement retailer, engaged EMC in a compre-
hensive upgrade of its IT infrastructure as part of a company-wide effort to control costs, gain
flexibility, and improve customer service and sales through better access to information.

Jim Fisher, VP, Systems, Engineering, and Field Operations, says, “Our focus was on lowering
our IT costs while providing better data access for our users. EMC listened to what we 

wanted to accomplish and proposed an ILM strategy that is completely customized to our needs. EMC doesn’t
offer a square box and say, ‘You can do anything with this, as long as it fits inside the box.’ EMC is an excellent
partner— strategically and tactically.”

Even though The Home Depot’s need for storage was growing, its budget for storage was not. EMC helped The
Home Depot rein in costs with ILM.

Fisher adds, “Because of ILM, we’re getting higher performance and better information protection while 
realizing significant savings in storage-related costs. Moreover, ILM is helping drive faster deployments of new
applications and processes. Our IT staff is more productive due to more efficient and less complex storage 
management. Our store employees are also more productive because of the dramatic improvement in the 
richness of information and the speed of access to it.” 

To implement ILM, The Home Depot brought in new, high-performance EMC Symmetrix storage arrays to serve
the most demanding applications, such as data warehousing and ERP, while it reallocated older arrays to 
applications that were not as critical.  Less expensive storage, such as EMC CLARiiON with ATA drives for backup
and EMC Centera for fixed-reference information, was designated for document management and e-mail
archiving. The Home Depot expanded its use of EMC software to gain centralized control over multiple tiers of
EMC storage, as well as other vendors’ storage.

The Home Depot is now working closely with EMC Services to move to the next level of ILM—increased automation
of data movement across the storage tiers. The Home Depot chose EMC not only for its industry-leading software
and storage, but also for the ILM expertise demonstrated by EMC’s professional services staff. As Fisher notes,
“EMC helped reduce the risk for us in undertaking such a large technology transformation.”
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“EMC Documentum software is a component of BNP Paribas’ intranet portal and its global
approach to enterprise content management. The technical architecture and the tools

offered by EMC Documentum ensure a global, integrated, and homogeneous solution to a
wide range of knowledge management and collaborative work requirements.”

Jean-Michel Raimbault, Intranet Portal Director, BNP Paribas Group

Toyota Motorsport dynamically adapts its race cars

Germany-based Formula 1 automotive racing team Panasonic Toyota Racing
engaged EMC in a four-year storage managed services agreement to improve
service level agreements and, in the process, offloaded day-to-day responsibili-
ties of running its IT infrastructure to the EMC team. Under this agreement, EMC
plans, implements, and operates the entire storage infrastructure.

Thomas Schiller, General Manager, IT and Process Administration with Toyota Motorsport GmbH (TMG), says, “The
managed services agreement we have with EMC is the foundation of our ILM strategy. With EMC, we are aiming to
cut our costs in half while liberating our top-tier production systems from having to store unused data. We saw EMC
offering us not only expert service, but also a consultative relationship. Our EMC team fully understood our needs,
and together we were able to develop a solution jointly and cooperatively.”

In the highly competitive sport of Formula 1, TMG works under very tight development and engineering cycles, 
especially during the racing season, and it uses a leading-edge IT infrastructure to create an advantage. Constant
improvement of all car components is key, and that fact raises TMG’s bar for reliability, security, and scalability.

Schiller says, “Because of our EMC agreement, I enjoy a major advantage: I can focus on my core business. I don’t
have to waste any time thinking about IT resource allocation in terms of information storage management. This
used to be very tricky and time-consuming for me because our industry’s development and improvement cycles are
so short.  But, by putting TMG’s information storage management responsibilities into the capable hands of a 
service provider like EMC, I know that our teams, cross-departmentally, all enjoy the service levels that they need
to help us win.”

For effective information lifecycle management, TMG maintains a highly scalable and available networked environ-
ment for its databases that includes systems such as EMC Symmetrix information storage, EMC CLARiiON information
storage, and EMC Connectrix® directors and switches. EMC solutions also support TMG’s e-mail environment: TMG and
its EMC team use EMC Centera content-addressed storage to store and archive all message data six months old or
more in accordance with government regulations while freeing up the online storage environment.

“With increased visibility into our IT infrastructure, we’ve been able to manage 
dramatic storage growth while implementing a sophisticated ILM environment.

We’ve gone from three terabytes of direct-attached storage in a single data center to
26 terabytes of multi-tier networked storage across two mirrored sites. And, we did

it all without hiring additional storage administrators. In fact, thanks to EMC
software, our entire storage infrastructure is managed by just two people. On a

daily basis, we only need one person because the system is so self-sustaining.”

Paul Stonchus, First Vice President and Data Center Manager, MidAmerica Bank

Information lifecycle management (ILM):
A strategy to align IT infrastructure with the business based upon the changing value of information.
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JetBlue harnesses its information for customer service 

Since first taking to the air in February 2000, JetBlue has become one of the
fastest-growing airlines in the industry. To sustain this growth, JetBlue needed an
information lifecycle management strategy that could help it easily manage and
provide reliable access to a rapidly growing volume of information. 

Todd Thompson, JetBlue’s Vice President of Information Technology, says, “Everything from dispatching flights
and taking reservations to financial reporting is driven by the ability to access and share data. ILM is absolutely
critical to the business, providing the performance, manageability, and cost-effectiveness we need to ensure the
highest levels of service for our customers. EMC has been one of our most valued business partners—very
attentive to our needs. They are leading the industry with ILM solutions and offer the strong services model we
need to successfully architect and support our ILM environment.”

To more efficiently manage its data, JetBlue relies on a tiered storage infrastructure consisting of high-end EMC
Symmetrix for mission-critical applications such as flight tracking and crew scheduling, and EMC CLARiiON 
storage to support Exchange. The airline also uses EMC CLARiiON Disk Library for backup-to-disk and EMC
network attached storage (NAS) for technical documentation. EMC business continuity software provides long-dis-
tance data replication between JetBlue’s New York City and Salt Lake City facilities. 

Dan LaMarco, JetBlue’s Director of Computing Infrastructure Services, says, “JetBlue is a leader in the airline
industry, and we look to leaders in the technology industry to support our aggressive business goals. EMC’s broad
portfolio of storage and software provides the capabilities we need to support data classification across multiple
tiers of storage. As a result, we can match information to the storage tier that offers the best price/performance
to meet our business needs. EMC’s advanced software also helps reduce risk and take out the complexity of
managing our diverse and growing IT infrastructure.”

“The ability to quickly, cost-effectively, and confidently access and share various types of business data is critical to
the success of JetBlue,” adds Thompson. “Our need for these types of capabilities has led us to standardize on EMC.”

ilm: solving business problems

Jiangsu Mobile Communication ensures constant uptime   

With 12 million customers and more than $1.2 billion in annual revenues, Jiangsu
Mobile Communication Company Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of China
Mobile (Hong Kong) Limited and the largest mobile telecommunications operator
in the eastern Chinese province of Jiangsu.

As Jiangsu Mobile was adding new customers daily, the company was also facing the challenges of increasing competi-
tion, reductions in annual revenues per cellular phone, and managing growing volumes of customer records that can
never be lost.

To protect the business against disasters, to achieve extremely fast recovery from any service interruptions, and to
ensure that no customer information would be lost, Jiangsu Mobile began to work with EMC in late 2003 to 
incorporate a disaster recovery solution into its state-of-the-art Business Operation Support System (BOSS). 

By replicating up to 12 terabytes of information in real time within the same city over a distance of 20 kilometers,
while replicating data between cities over a distance of 220 kilometers, Jiangsu Mobile has deployed one of the
most advanced business continuity solutions in China, if not the world. 

Pursuing an information lifecycle management strategy, Jiangsu Mobile defined a tiered storage infrastructure that
incorporates policies to protect, back up, and restore critical and less critical business data. As a result, it has
succeeded in reducing backup time and cost, and has increased storage system utilization.

“Jiangsu Mobile expects very high standards from its IT suppliers and requires proven solutions supported by
excellent technical service,” says Li Jun, IT Manager of Jiangsu Mobile. “EMC’s solutions and its information storage
expertise proved to be the key to the success of our business-critical disaster recovery system.”

“We researched numerous solutions. Each company offered capabilities in one area or
another, but EMC rose above them all with the most compelling breadth and depth of
technology. EMC has a strong reputation for delivering top-grade solutions, and the
company’s knowledgeable support staff was proactive in understanding our needs and
growth, which made the process easier.”  

Sid Walton, Director of IT Technical Services, CompUSA

“After 9/11 and the rolling blackouts in the Northeast in 2003, we realized we needed
enhanced remote data centers to provide geographically distant data replication and 

disaster recovery to ensure that securities markets could operate and clear trades with
little or no data loss or interruption of service. Our business continuity strategy ensures

we are prepared and protected against an event that could threaten our business opera-
tions. Partnering with EMC, we have the infrastructure and systems in place to efficiently

and cost-effectively manage our constantly growing data storage and compliance needs.”

Jill M. Considine, Chairman and CEO, Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation

“EMC Services has been exceptional. From the start, the people at EMC have rolled up their sleeves and viewed
the deployment of our new Broadcast Inventory Management system as a joint challenge where success matters

as much to them as it does to us. EMC has worked extremely well with us and all of the other technology
vendors involved in making our new broadcast system a reality.” 

Ron Tarasoff, Vice President, Broadcast Technology and Engineering, 
Turner Broadcasting System
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“We’ve been very impressed with EMC’s Services organization and its knowledge and expe-
rience. EMC proposed and successfully implemented a storage consolidation project under
extremely tight deadlines and managed to beat that schedule by two months. On top of
that, we will achieve 100 percent ROI very quickly because of the cost savings of managing a
more consolidated, integrated environment.”

Cathy Benway, Director of Global Technology, Burger King

EMC Corporation 2004 Overview

ING-DiBa responds to customers 24x7     

ING-DiBa, the German direct bank affiliate of ING’s ING Direct, is the largest and
fastest-growing direct bank in Europe with more than four million customers, and it
calls itself “The New-Generation Bank.” ING-DiBa must respond to customer
inquiries within seconds, and its website, telephone banking system, and call
center must be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

“As a direct bank, there are three good reasons why customers choose us: simple, easy-to-understand products;
direct and fast access; and a fair transaction with the best terms,” says Kees van Rossem, CIO. “This requires
optimized IT processes so that we can identify and deliver services rapidly and efficiently to satisfy our customers.” 

In late 2003, ING-DiBa engaged EMC to help it control costs and enhance its offerings. Working closely with 
ING-DiBa’s business and IT executives, EMC gained a thorough understanding of the bank’s business goals and
challenges. These included providing continuous uptime and disaster recovery capabilities, optimizing IT practices,
centralizing storage management, and ensuring that the storage infrastructure was scalable to meet the bank’s
rapid growth.

ING-DiBa began by consolidating its IT infrastructure and standardizing on EMC networked storage. It then moved
quickly to implement an information lifecycle management strategy. EMC helped classify ING-DiBa’s information
into three storage tiers according to the information’s value to the business and availability and regulatory require-
ments. EMC also provided the bank with e-mail archiving and information management solutions, helping ING-DiBa
lower costs, reduce response times, and comply with regulatory requirements.

“With the EMC infrastructure in place, our customers are always able to inquire about or save their money instantly,
whether on the Web, through the call center, or through the telephone banking system,” says Zeljko Kaurin, Vice
President of IT Operations. “EMC’s recent acquisitions have transformed it into an industry-leading ILM provider. We
are pursuing an ILM strategy today so we can achieve our ambitious business goals in the future and keep the cost
low so we can continue to give the best service to our customers.” 

ilm: solving business problems

7-Eleven speeds deployment and consolidates servers

7-Eleven, Inc. is the largest chain in the convenience retailing industry. As with many organizations, 
7-Eleven’s process for deploying new servers was lengthy and costly, frequently hindering the 
allocation of servers needed for development and testing. After learning about VMware, Senior
Business Analysts Matt Ramseyer and Kirk Mears saw the benefits of a server consolidation strategy.

7-Eleven deployed VMware® GSX Server™ on six repurposed servers. They rapidly had more than 60 virtual machines
running on VMware GSX Server, addressing some of the needs developers had for a dynamic environment that resembled
production. As the number of developers and projects requiring the VMware environment increased, 7-Eleven was faced
with higher demands for performance.

“What we had was fine for some of our existing applications,” says Mears, “but when more resource-intense, mission-crit-
ical applications needed development and user-acceptance testing, we realized we needed to get new hardware.” 

In 2003, 7-Eleven added four host machines with VMware ESX Server™ to deploy systems with greater scalability. In 2004,
7-Eleven added VMware VirtualCenter and VMotion™ technology to its virtual infrastructure. With VMware VirtualCenter
and VMotion, 7-Eleven created a virtual infrastructure for optimal server administration, managing servers centrally, 
providing new servers, and moving virtual machines to different physical servers as resource needs dictated.

“We move the virtual machines around when we need to,” says Ramseyer. “Because all of the virtual machines are 
centrally managed by VMware VirtualCenter, we can allocate a server or whatever resources it needs at the time it needs it. 
We can do more, and we can do it faster. VMware software enables us to get the performance we pay for out of every Intel
server we buy.”

Ramseyer continues, “VMware does for Intel servers what Henry Ford did for the automobile. In the same way that more
people could afford a Model T because of the innovation of an assembly line that mass-produced cars, VMware enables
us to allocate more server resources to developers. It has been a pleasant change to have less delay in getting a server up
and running for a new project.”

VMware virtual infrastructure:
solving business problems

“We take full advantage of the VMware line of virtual infrastructure products. We are 
looking forward to deploying VMware ACE™ to provide a secure and controlled desktop to
users who work from home, work offshore, and for disaster recovery. The Virtual Rights
Management technology in VMware ACE is very valuable to Guardian as it will allow us to
enforce network and path management compliance policies on environments that connect
to our corporate network.” 

Bob Mathers, Second Vice President of IT Operations and Disaster Recovery,
Guardian Life Insurance Company

Virtual Infrastructure: A new category of software created by VMware, an EMC company, enables
organizations to simplify their IT resources, fully leverage their computing investments, and respond
faster to changing business demands.
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